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(Well, that Riley Ferry, where was that?)
It was right in there by where they have a well pit there now. Used to be
the gravel pit. Right in there, you remember, when you come up that hill»that
is coming on 82 there, you're "going north out of Locust Grove you make that
curve there down that hill; "you know that water that comes in there. That's
the lake right on around the corner.
(Well.)
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Right around the corner when you coifte down the b|ll$ there's the old railroad •
»
that used to run there and that was the old Riley Ferry.
(Well, that was in use before the Markham Ferry then, wasn't it?)
Yeah, (not clear).

Yeah, that Markham Ferry, I don't remember that having

a boat on it. It was just.—you wade across on it .there.
(Yeah.)
'Therefs a lot of things I don't remember.- Then they had a boat up there
around Strang up there about where that Strang bridge is.
(Yeah.

(Much static and interference—not clear) Called Little Rock?)

Yeah, there- is,? I guess they call that Little Rock. . Well, it used to —well,
I'll say that too but I'll change my mind again. There's one right in-there..
. I don't know if you remember that Barefoot place or not over here on the creek.
It's down the creek. That's where, the old church house used to be there;
(Is that the one they used to call Snake Creek?)
Yeah. They moved it up here by Sam Wells place; finally moved it back down
there by the creek. But I really think the old first one was right over here*
on,Bob's place. All that stuff was setting right in there. But they tore
it down and moved it down there and they tore it down and moved it over to
, Sam Wellsr place and. they tore it down'and moved it back. Yeah, that was

